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•  Alleviates moiré effect—Patented anti-moiré 
fabric technology ensures a clearer outside view.

•  Selection—A wide selection of colors, fabrics, 
opacities and vane sizes are perfect for any décor.

•  Specialty shapes—An extensive variety of 
angles, arches, shapes and sizes to fit nearly  
any window.

•  Versatile opacities—Duolite® and A Deux™ 
shadings provide translucent and room-darkening 
capabilities all in one product.

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary 
operating systems. See chart on page 40.

•  Child safety—Operating systems available that  
offer enhanced safety in homes with young 
children and pets.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView® 
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

 See page 32 for details about Alustra® Silhouette® Window Shadings.

Silhouette® Window Shadings

• Transform harsh sunlight into beautiful  
 natural daylight.

•  Achieve the perfect light control with elite  
 operating systems. 

• Provide UV protection and reflect solar heat.

•  Preserve outside views while offering  
daytime privacy.

•  Optimal view-through—Silhouette ClearView™ 
shadings provide superb view-through with 
specialized front and rear sheers.

•  Reflect solar heat—Exterior sheer reflects the 
sun’s heat helping to keep inside temperatures 
comfortable.

Silhouette® Window Shadings, with the Signature 
S-Vane™, magically float between two sheers  
to provide transformational beauty, as well as  
practical benefits. 
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•  Large expanses—The perfect solution for sliding 
glass doors or large expanses with widths up to 
192" and heights up to 120".

•  Privacy control—Soft face fabric is bonded to 
fabric vanes for both full view-through and privacy.

•  Precise light control—Translucent and  
room-darkening vanes rotate 180° to control 
natural light and privacy.

•  Daylighting—Sheers diffuse and disperse the  
sun’s rays into soft, natural light throughout the 
room, which can reduce the need for electric  
lighting during the daytime.

Luminette® Privacy Sheers

•  Ultraviolet (UV) protection—Protects furnishings 
from UV damage while maintaining view-through.

•  Hardware—SofTrak™ system offers sleek, 
concealed design.

•  Selection—An array of fashion-forward fabrics  
and colors. 

•  The Whole House Solution™—Allows you to 
pair fabrics and colors of other Hunter Douglas 
products for a coordinated look throughout  
the home.

•  Accents by the Yard™ cut yardage—Available 
in all face fabrics and colors to create pillows, 
valances, etc.

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary 
operating systems. See chart on page 40.

•  Child safety—Patented Combination Wand/Cord 
(standard) and Traveling Wand™ (optional) systems 
eliminate dangling cords and provide reliable 
operation.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView® 
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

A vertical application with a sheer fabric face to  
let light in and soft fabric vanes to keep light out.  
Luminette® Privacy Sheers provide endless ways to  
manage light and privacy in expansive applications.
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Pirouette® Window Shadings

•  Invisi-Lift™ system—Enables the soft horizontal 
fabric vanes to seemingly float on a single  
sheer backing.

•  Light and privacy control—Vanes can be 
flattened or contoured for complete privacy,  
or opened any amount for view-through to  
the outside.

•  Ultraviolet (UV) protection—Shadings block  
up to 81% of harmful UV rays with vanes open 
and 99% with vanes closed.

•  Wide selection—Six core-line fabrics in  
semi-opaque or room-darkening opacities,  
two vane sizes and a wide variety of colors.

•  Specialty shapes—Perfect, imperfect and extended 
shapes are all available in arches or angles; various  
sizes to fit many applications.

•  Two-On-One Headrail—(optional) Two shadings  
share a common, continuous headrail and  
operate independently.

•  Coordinating colors and fabrics—Stria allows  
you to coordinate fabrics and colors with other  
Hunter Douglas products for a uniform appearance 
throughout the home. 

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary 
operating systems. See chart on page 40.

•  Child safety—Operating systems available that  
offer enhanced safety in homes with young children  
and pets.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView® Motorization 
on page 36 and SoftTouch™ on page 38 for more 
information.

 See page 32 for details about Alustra® Pirouette® Window Shadings.

Designed with soft, horizontal fabric vanes  
attached to a single sheer backing, Pirouette®  
Window Shadings gently filter light to surround  
you with optimal views and intimate privacy. 
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Nantucket™ Window Shadings

•  Transform harsh sunlight—Fabric vanes and sheer 
facings softly filter light. 

•  Precise light control—3" vanes tilt to provide the  
exact amount of desired light.

•  Daylighting—Sheers diffuse and disperse the sun’s 
rays into natural light throughout the room.

•  Ultraviolet (UV) protection—Block up to 88% of harmful  
UV rays with vanes open and 99% with vanes closed.

•  Versatile opacities—A Deux™ shadings provide room-
darkening and translucent capabilities all in one product.

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary 
operating systems. See chart on page 40.

•  Child safety—Operating systems available that offer 
enhanced safety in homes with young children and pets.

Stylish Nantucket™ Window Shadings are a tasteful  
choice throughout the home. Their 3" fabric vanes are 
suspended between two sheer fabric facings for  
effective light control. 
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HONEYCOMB
SHADES
Duette® Honeycomb Shades 
Applause® Honeycomb Shades
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•  Elegant 1 ½" and 1 ¼" pleat sizes—Offer a dramatic 
look and increased energy efficiency.

•  Smart design—Color and texture are preserved  
in bright sunlight and on opaque fabrics. 

•  Light control—Four opacities for the widest  
range of privacy and light control options.

•  Eco-friendly—All honeycomb fabrics reduce energy 
consumption. Our honeycomb fabrics have achieved 
GREENGUARD GOLD Certification providing the 
assurance that our products contribute to healthier 
indoor air quality in your home.

•  Expansive views—Minimal stack height when 
shade is fully raised allows for uninterrupted views.

•  Easy to maintain—All fabrics are anti-static,  
dust- and soil-resistant for lasting beauty.

•  Large skylight applications—SkyLift™ system 
covers skylight windows up to 80 square feet, 
available in manual, PowerView® Motorization and 
Hard-Wired Motorization.

•  Specialty shapes—Cover virtually any window 
including sidelights, arches, quarter circles, circles, 
angles, trapezoids, hexagons and octagons.

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary 
operating systems available. See chart on page 39.

•  Child safety—All operating systems offer enhanced 
safety in homes with young children and pets.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView  
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

 See page 33 for details about Alustra® Duette® Honeycomb Shades.

Duette® Honeycomb Shades

•  Honeycomb construction options—Single,  
Architella® and Architella Trielle™.

•  Duette Architella shades—Honeycomb-within-a-
honeycomb construction for added energy savings;  
plus, an expansive selection of fabrics and colors.

•  Architella Trielle shades—With five insulating pockets, 
Trielle is our most energy-efficient Hunter Douglas 
window covering.  

•  Energy smart—Honeycomb design helps to provide 
energy savings in both warm and cold climates.

•  Abundant selection—Innovative design options  
such as Top-Down/Bottom-Up and Duolite®, and  
14 distinctive fabric styles with over 200 colors.

Duette® is the original honeycomb shade, designed for 
energy efficiency at the window. With a vast array of 
colors and fabrics, Duette shades provide smart and 
stylish window covering solutions that are just as  
beautiful as they are beneficial.
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Applause® Honeycomb Shades

•  Honeycomb construction—Single, double or 
triple honeycomb construction provides excellent 
insulation.

•  Crisp, consistent pleats—TruePleat™ construction  
keeps every shade crisp and consistent from front 
to back and top to bottom.

•  Energy smart—Honeycomb design helps to provide 
energy savings in both warm and cold climates.

•  Streamlined selection—Six unique fabrics and over 
70 colors, ranging from sheer to blackout provide 
options for optimal privacy and light control.

•  Entry-level cordless system—Offered at an 
opening price-point, SimpleLift™ system provides 
cordless operation for enhanced child safety.

•  Light control—Three opacities, plus the Duolite® 
design option, provide a wide range of privacy and 
light control options.

•  Expansive views—Minimal stack height when 
shade is fully raised allows for uninterrupted views.

•  Easy to maintain—All fabrics are anti-static,  
dust- and soil-resistant to maintain their beauty  
for years to come.

•  Large skylight applications—SkyLift™ system 
covers skylight windows up to 80 square feet, 
available in manual and PowerView® Motorization. 

•  Specialty shapes—Cover virtually any window 
including sidelights, arches, quarter circles, circles, 
angles, trapezoids, hexagons and octagons.

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary 
operating systems available. See chart on page 39.

•  Child safety—Operating systems available that 
offer enhanced safety in homes with young 
children and pets.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView  
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

Legendary Hunter Douglas quality and a streamlined  
selection. Applause shades offer the most competitive 
selection for the more price-sensitive consumer.
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Vignette® Modern Roman Shades
Solera® Soft Shades 
Design Studio™ Roman Shades

ROMAN
SHADES
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Additional Features 
•  Coordinating colors and fabrics—Combine fabrics

and colors with other Hunter Douglas products for
a whole house look.

•  Beautiful folds— 4" full folds or 6" flat folds retain
consistent appearance and are available in sheer,
light-filtering and room-darkening opacities.

•  Durable—Stain-resistant fabrics are 100% polyester
for a lifetime of beauty.

•  Specialty shapes—A wide variety of shapes to
fit nearly any window.

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary
operating systems available. See chart on page 40.

•  Child safety—No exposed cords on the back
of any Vignette® shade for enhanced child and
pet safety.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView®

Motorization on page 36 for more information.

See page 33 for details about Alustra® Vignette Modern Roman Shades.

Vignette® Modern Roman Shades

Rolling Style 
• 4" full fold or 6" flat fold.

•  Exclusive Duolite® dual opacity option and
PowerView® Motorization.

Stacking Style 
• 4" full fold.

• Exclusive Top-Down/Bottom-Up option.

•  Shades stack neatly at the top and bottom,
and feature a low-profile headrail for shallow
mounting depths.

An inventive spin on an old world classic. It’s the  
Modern Roman Shade that rolls or stacks. Shades are 
specially engineered with no exposed rear cords. 
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Design Studio™ Roman Shades

•  Over 250 exquisite fabrics—Sophisticated 
designs, textures, stripes and solids in blends  
of cottons, linens, silks and synthetics.

•  Distinctive shade styles—Batten Front, Batten 
Back, Hobble and Flat.

•  Complementary valance styles—Enhance  
Design Studio™ Roman Shades and other  
Hunter Douglas products, or use as a  
stand-alone option.

•  Decorative tapes and trims—For customization.

•  Ease of operation—Variety of proprietary 
operating systems. See chart on page 39.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView®  
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

Solera® Soft Shades

•  Inspired fabric collection—Complete fabric offering 
with luxurious woven and innovative non-woven 
options in fashion-forward colors, textures  
and patterns.

•  Opacity options—Every fabric available in both  
light-filtering and room-darkening opacities. 

•  Energy efficiency—Cellular construction increases 
insulating properties.

•  Child safety—Internal lift cords provide for a clean 
look and enhanced child and pet safety.

•  Ease of operation—Variety of proprietary operating 
systems, some of which are available with no 
surcharge. See chart on page 40. 

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView®  
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

With over 250 timeless fabrics to choose from, these  
soft Roman shades are custom-designed and crafted  
with Hunter Douglas quality and innovation. 

By combining a soft sculptured look with a unique  
cellular construction, Solera® Soft Shades bring a  
unique aesthetic to the market.
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ROLLER & 
SOLAR SHADES
Designer Roller Shades
Designer Screen Shades
Designer Banded Shades 
Sonnette™ Cellular Roller Shades 

13
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Designer Roller Shades

Hunter Douglas takes iconic roller shades to a new level 
with design options, fabric selections and advanced  
operating systems.

•  Extensive fabric collection—Over 330 fabrics,  
from sheer to opaque, that coordinate with multiple 
product styles (Skyline® Gliding Window Panels  
and Designer Screen Shades).

•  Light control—the Blockout System is perfect  
for rooms that require complete privacy when paired 
with one of our maximum room-darkening fabrics.

•  Dual roller shade option—Two shades operate 
independently for ultimate privacy and light control.

•  Design options—Customize with an array of top  
and bottom treatments, including fabric valances.

•  Child safety—Operating systems available that  
offer enhanced safety for young children and pets.

•  Proprietary Custom Clutch—The standard operating 
system provides ease of lifting.

 See PowerView Motorization on page 36 for more information.

Designer Screen Shades

•  Extensive fabric collection—Over 260 fabrics, 
from 14% to 0% openness, that coordinate in 
multiple product styles (Skyline® Gliding Window 
Panels and Designer Roller Shades).

•  Ultraviolet (UV) protection—Protect furnishings, 
flooring and artwork against UV damage while 
maintaining view-through. 

•  Design options—Customize your shade with  
our vast array of top and bottom treatments.

•  Patio shades—Create drama or add a layer of  
light control to any covered outdoor space.

•  Proprietary Custom Clutch—The standard 
operating system provides ease of lifting. 

 See PowerView Motorization on page 36 for more information.

Minimal yet sophisticated, Designer Screen Shades  
provide UV protection, light control and style.  
Available in a wide variety of openness factors,  
colors and textures and advanced operating systems.
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•  One shade, layers of light—When operated, the 
sheer and solid fabric bands transition effortlessly  
by each other for superior light control.

•  Flexible functionality—Shades can be positioned 
to either open or close when they are in the raised 
or lowered position, allowing for complete privacy, 
filtered light or view-through with a single shade.

•  Fabric collection—Includes a variety of solids, 
textures and colors in light-filtering and  
room-darkening opacities. Or select an exclusive 
geometric design for a dramatic statement.

•  Proprietary operating systems—Available with 
Custom Clutch, UltraGlide® System, or SoftTouch™  
or PowerView® Motorization to fit your needs. 

Designer Banded Shades combine alternating sheer and 
solid fabric bands in a single shade. This design allows 
the shade to transition from open to closed seamlessly, 
providing a modern solution for view-through, light control 
and privacy. It’s a roller shade and a sheer shading all in one.

Designer Banded Shades

15
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Sonnette™ Cellular Roller Shades

Sonnette™ Cellular Roller Shades combine the  
dimensional construction of a cellular shade with the  
clean lines and simplicity of a roller shade.

•  Transform harsh sunlight—The innovative curved 
construction gently diffuses light across the room.

•  Unique cellular construction—Provides energy 
efficiency. 

•  Streamlined selection—Bold yet succinct color 
selection ranging from versatile neutrals to  
vibrant hues.

•  Versatile opacities—All fabrics and colors are 
available in semi-opaque and room-darkening 
opacities.

•  Coordinating colors—When a color coordinates 
with a counterpart from Duette® Honeycomb 
Shades or Pirouette® Window Shadings, the  
color name and/or number are the same.

•  Hardware—Ergonomically designed bottom rail  
and low profile headrail create a seamless look.

•  Cordless operation—Absolutely no cords.

•  Ease of operation—A wide range of proprietary 
operating systems available. See chart on page 40.

•  Child safety—Operating systems available that  
offer enhanced safety in homes with young  
children and pets.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView® Motorization 
on page 36 and SoftTouch™ Motorization on page 38  
for more info.
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PLEATED
SHADES
Pleated Shades

17
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Pleated Shades

•  Duolite® design option—Pair fabrics by opacity  
by combining a sheer and opaque for optimum light 
control and privacy. For a designer look, pair fabrics 
by color, pattern or texture.

•  Top-Down/Bottom-Up—(optional) Provides the 
best of both worlds—light control and privacy. 
Shades can be lowered from the top down, raised 
from the bottom up or any combination in between.

•  Two-On-One Headrail—(optional) Two shades 
share a common, continuous headrail and operate 
independently.

•  Ease of operation—Variety of proprietary operating 
systems. See chart on page 40.

Crisp pleats for a clean look. Plus, bold colors and 
patterns create contemporary impressions in  
any room.

18
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Provenance® Woven Wood Shades

WOVEN
WOODS

19
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•  Three distinctive styles—Roman, Waterfall Roman 
and Vertical Drapery.

•  Fabrics—96 options in intricate designs and colors 
ranging from neutrals tones to vibrant hues. All are 
designed to pair well with many of our other unique 
collections for a whole-home solution.

•  Modern headrail—Superior engineering technology 
and ease of operation with a variety of proprietary 
operating systems. See chart on page 40.

•  Slim-profile turned headrail—For narrow mounting 
depths and door-mounted shades. 

•  Light control—Select an attached liner for precise 
light control and privacy. Available in light-filtering  
and room-darkening opacities.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView®  
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

Provenance® shades are hand crafted with reeds,  
grasses and woods that transform sunlight beautifully.

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades

20
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Parkland® Wood Blinds
Parkland Wood Cornices
EverWood® Alternative Wood Blinds
Modern Precious Metals® Aluminum Blinds 
Natural Elements™ Aluminum Blinds

HORIZONTAL
BLINDS

21
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Parkland® Wood Blinds

•  Endless decorating options—A wide array of slat 
sizes, finishes, decorative tapes and upgrades.

•  Quality finish—Multi-step finishing process 
provides protection for years of enjoyment.

•  Specialty shapes—To cover a wide range of 
uniquely shaped windows.

•  Ease of operation—Standard cordlock system 
ensures the smoothest and most efficient blind 
operation in the industry.

•  Child safety—(optional) Cordless operating 
systems available that offer enhanced safety  
in homes with young children and pets.

•  Motorization—(optional) PowerView® Motorization 
offers state-of-the-art convenience and control with 
the touch of a button to tilt slats open or closed.

Authentic, handcrafted hardwood blinds. This  
premium brand offers an unparalleled selection of  
finishes, slat sizes, upgrades, decorative tapes  
and specialty shapes for optimal customization. 

Parkland® Wood Cornices

•  Hand-assembled and hand-finished—For the  
finest quality by genuine craftsmen in the USA.

•  Perfect topper—Looks perfect over any  
Hunter Douglas window fashion or drapery 
treatment.

•  Six profile styles—In heights ranging from  
6" – 12" tall.

•  Coordinating colors and finishes—Available  
in a variety of paint and stain colors or offered  
as unfinished cornices that can be matched to  
the finish of your choice.

•  Customization—With a choice of design options 
such as keystones, carved wood appliqués and  
a decorative plate groove.

Handcrafted wood cornices that add the beauty of  
architectural detail to the top of wood blinds and  
other window treatments.
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EverWood® Alternative Wood Blinds

•  Natural, wood-like appearance—Features TruGrain® 
finishes for vibrant, rich, realistic grain patterns.

•  Colorfast formulation—Exclusive material 
formulation resists fading and discoloration  
from prolonged sun exposure.

•  Heat resistant—Slats and profiles designed to 
withstand high heat environments without bowing  
or losing shape.

•  Wide tape spacing—The widest in the industry; 
requires the fewest tapes for a cleaner view.

•  Performance Plus™ Protection—Exclusive warranty 
against fading, yellowing, warping or bowing for your 
peace of mind.

•  Child safety—(optional) Cordless operating systems 
available that offer enhanced safety in homes with 
young children and pets.

The luxurious look of wood blinds, yet ideal for  
areas with high humidity, extreme temperatures  
and direct sunlight.

Modern Precious Metals® Aluminum Blinds

•  Easy to maintain—Dust Shield™ finish inhibits  
dust buildup on slats.

•  “Green” choice—Made from 95% recycled 
aluminum.

•  Extensive color line—A variety of color choices  
to meet your design needs.

•  Innovative view—Our exclusive MagnaView® tilt 
feature, available on 2" Macro and Natural Elements™ 
programs, doubles the view-through between slats. 

•  Child safety—(optional) Cordless operating systems 
available that offer enhanced safety in homes with 
young children and pets.

•  Motorization—(optional) PowerView® Motorization 
offers state-of-the-art convenience and control with 
the touch of a button to tilt slats open or closed. 

Our aluminum blind program offers ½", 1" and 2" slat  
sizes, in an extensive array of colors. The perfect choice  
for modern décor and high-traffic households.



Natural Elements™ Aluminum Blinds

•  Unique combinations—The mixing of metal  
slats and wood accents is only available at 
Hunter Douglas.

•  Decorative options—Mix and match 48 slat colors 
with 16 wood accent colors for a look that is unique. 
Decorative tapes and hardware available. 

•  Easy to operate—Lightweight and easy to lift,  
with minimal stacking height.

•  Child safety—(optional) Cordless operating  
systems available that offer enhanced safety  
in homes with young children and pets. 

•  Durability—Slats are made of a special  
spring-tempered alloy for superior resiliency. 

•  Motorization—(optional) PowerView® Motorization 
offers state-of-the-art convenience and control with 
the touch of a button to tilt slats open or closed. 

Add a personal touch to your home’s décor with  
the combination of a modern metal alloy and the  
warmth of real wood accents.
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VERTICAL
BLINDS
Skyline® Gliding Window Panels 
Cadence® Soft Vertical Blinds
Somner® Custom Vertical Blinds
Vertical Solutions® Vertical Blinds
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•  Patented dual-channel, single track headrail—
Allows for an unlimited number of panels while 
maintaining a sleek 2 ½" profile up to 32' wide.

•  Expansive views—Unique hanging system 
offers minimal stackback for maximum views.

•  Innovative, interlocking bottom weights— 
Add stability and prevent tangling while traversing.

•  Array of colors and fabrics—Choose from over 
590 fabrics from the Designer Roller Shades or 
Designer Screen Shades collections.

•  Whole home coordination—Coordinate both 
horizontal and vertical applications by selecting  
the same fabric in Skyline Panels and Designer 
Roller or Designer Screen Shades.

•  Motorization—(optional) See PowerView®  
Motorization on page 36 for more information.

Skyline® Gliding Window Panels 

The modern solution for adding dramatic detail to small  
or large spaces, Skyline® Gliding Window Panels provide a  
sleek, contemporary look, designed to maximize any view. 

Cadence® Soft Vertical Blinds

•  Patented, proprietary curved profile—Motif™  
fabric and Impressions™ vinyl louvers have a 
draped fabric appearance.

•  Smart design—Paramount® Contoured Headrail 
reduces light gaps and provides a symmetrical fit.  

•  Ease of operation—PermaTilt® Wand Control 
traverses and rotates louvers with one simple 
stationary wand unit. 

•  Perfect topper—Included with each Cadence 
blind is the DualFold™ double-tiered valance.

Cadence® Soft Vertical Blinds offer drama and  
elegance and feature the patented shaped louver.   
This collection offers an array of fabrics and vinyl,  
each with its own distinctive personality and appeal.
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•  Numerous design options—To complement any 
décor from traditional to contemporary.

•  Smart design—Paramount® Contoured Headrail 
reduces light gaps and provides a symmetrical fit. 

•  Ease of operation—PermaTilt® Wand Control 
traverses and rotates louvers with one simple 
stationary wand unit.

•  Valance option—Dust cover valance can be 
single- or double-tiered with open, round or  
closed corners.

•  Specialty shapes and systems—Innovative 
specialty track offers excellent flexibility in handling 
curves, slopes and other challenging window 
shapes. Motorization options also available.

Somner® Custom Vertical Blinds

This fresh collection features an enticing selection  
of fabrics, vinyl and aluminum design options, plus  
proprietary operating systems with enhanced  
child safety.

Vertical Solutions® Vertical Blinds

•  Designer look—An offering of competitive fabric 
and vinyl options.

•  Trouble-free performance—Engineered polymer 
headrail carriers ensure quiet, trouble-free 
performance. 

•  Ease of operation—PermaTilt® Wand Control 
traverses and rotates vanes with one simple 
stationary wand unit. 

•  Valance option—Dust cover valance can be  
single- or double-tiered with open, round or  
closed corners.

This collection of essentials includes contemporary  
fabric and vinyl, and a lifetime of trouble-free  
operation. A designer look at a competitive price.
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Heritance® Hardwood Shutters
NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters
Palm Beach™ Polysatin™ Shutters

CUSTOM 
SHUTTERS

28
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Heritance® Hardwood Shutters

•  100% hardwood construction—Warm, rich, 
100% natural premium wood.

•  Superior craftsmanship—Truemill® dovetail 
construction for durability and long-term 
performance.

•  Long-lasting finish—Features innovative Integra™ 
finish, a multi-step finishing process to bring  
out the natural beauty of the wood and provide 
long-lasting protection.

•  Color selection—A versatile array of 36 colors that 
never go out of style, and any custom color you  
can envision.

•  Specialty shapes—A diverse range of specialty 
shapes with sunburst or horizontal louvers.

•  Custom techniques—Six Handcrafted Series 
techniques providing endless design options.

Elegant shutters for showcase rooms where  
the timeless beauty of real wood, meticulous  
craftsmanship and superb finishing are desired. 

NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters

•  Innovative hybrid material—Combines the  
look of real wood with the strength, stability  
and precision of modern-day materials. 

•  Superior craftsmanship—Truemill® dovetail 
construction for lasting durability.

•  Beautiful finish—Low-luster Finetech® finish for 
a micro-smooth satin finish that protects shutters 
from common spills and makes clean-up easy. 
UltraGrain™ colors authentically replicate the look 
of real stained wood.

•  Specialty shapes—A diverse range of specialty 
shapes with sunburst or horizontal louvers.

•  Color selection—A versatile array of nine colors, 
including five classic whites, and four UltraGrain 
finishes to complement any décor.

These functional shutters blend the beauty of  
real wood and advanced modern-day materials  
in a top-quality product. 
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Palm Beach™ Polysatin™ Shutters

•  Exceptional durability—Able to withstand the 
toughest conditions such as extreme light, moist 
environments and high-traffic areas. 

•  Performance—The exclusive Palm Beach™ Promise™ 
guarantees your shutters will never warp, crack, fade, 
chip, peel or discolor.

•  Beautiful finish—DuraLux™ finish looks virtually 
indistinguishable from a beautifully painted shutter.

•  Color selection—Three popular white shades 
coordinate with Heritance® and NewStyle® colors.

•  Expanded view—The HiddenTilt™ operating  
system offers an unobstructed view.

•  Specialty shapes—Including horizontal louvers.

•  NEW! Motorization—(optional) PowerView® Motorization  
offers state-of-the-art convenience and control with 
the touch of a button to tilt louvers open or closed. 

The beautiful look of a finely-painted shutter and  
the toughness of polysatin to create durable, modern 
shutters that complement any home interior.
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The ALUSTRA®

Collection
Alustra® Silhouette® Window Shadings
Alustra Pirouette® Window Shadings
Alustra Duette® Honeycomb Shades
Alustra Vignette® Modern Roman Shades
Alustra Woven Textures® Roller Shades
Alustra Woven Textures Roman Shades
Alustra Skyline® Gliding Window Panels
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Alustra® Silhouette® Window Shadings

•  Unique textures—The exclusive Brio™ woven 
sheer features organic texture with a quiet 
sophistication.

•  Refined style—With the subtle texture of refined 
linen, the French Linen fabric creates a casual 
ambiance in a room. 

•  Exclusive hardware finishes—Beautifully 
complement other design elements and hardware 
accents in the home by pairing one of our 
Exclusive Metallic Hardware Finishes with Alustra® 
shadings or any fabric in the 3" vane size from  
the core-line of Silhouette® Window Shadings. 

Alustra® Pirouette® Window Shadings

•  Combining function with beauty—With its 
innovative design of soft, horizontal fabric vanes 
attached to a single sheer backing, Pirouette® 
shadings offer a beautiful, way to filter light. The 
Alustra® Pirouette product line enhances these 
distinctive qualities to create an exceptional 
window covering. 

•  Exclusive fabrics—The Charmeuse fabric is 
reminiscent of raw silk with a refined texture  
and subtle sheen, creating a captivating ambiance  
as sunlight filters into the room. The Valencia fabric 
is inspired by natural linen with a unique weave 
that brings depth and dimension to the window. 

•  Large vane size—The 5" Grande vane size 
showcases the beauty and texture of the  
exclusive Charmeuse and Valencia fabrics. 
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Alustra® Vignette® Modern Roman Shades

•  Rolling 4" full or 6" flat folds; Stacking 4" full 
folds—Creates the look of custom Roman shades 
with dramatic presence and exquisite fabrics.

•  Exclusive fabric-covered headrail and rotator 
rail—Our attention to detail extends all the way  
to the fabric-covered headrail and rotator rail  
for a refined look from top to bottom with no 
exposed hardware.

•  Exclusive Alustra® fabrics—Silk Road is a stylish 
blend of silk- and linen-inspired fibers, which 
create a luxurious textile rich in sophisticated 
neutral hues. The Villa fabric is a timeless 
basketweave pattern allowing the beauty of 
the luster and matte yarns to shine through 
in any home. And the Twain fabric intertwines 
understated elegance and sublime design.

Alustra® Duette® Honeycomb Shades

•  Efficient beauty—Responsibly energy efficient,  
¾" and 1¼" Alustra® Duette® Honeycomb Shades 
feature intriguing textures, dimension and color to  
make a home truly spectacular.

•  Exclusive Alustra fabrics—Architella® Jardin is a 
soft semi-sheer fabric made out of textured yarns. 
Architella Leela is a versatile, linen-textured fabric 
with a sophisticated, subtle sheen. Architella Sheer 
Opalessence™ features Whisper™ sheer fabric layered 
over shimmering Opalessence fabric. The distinct 
Macon™ fabric is a woven-textured sheer over  
a color-coordinated inner cell. And the Myst™ fabric 
provides a soft metallic accent. 

•  Custom combinations—Achieve limitless looks by 
combining Alustra Duette and ¾" and 1¼" core-line 
Duette fabrics with the exclusive Alustra Metallic 
Hardware Finishes.
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Alustra® Woven Textures® Roller Shades

•  Intriguing fabrics—Unique combinations of fibers  
and textures create incomparable fabrics, offering 
a light-filtering alternative to solar screens and 
woven woods.

•  Custom Clutch with exclusive metallic 
finishes—The simplicity of a roller shade with 
sophisticated upgraded metal hardware that does 
not need to be covered by a cassette. In Brushed 
Nickel or Bronze Shimmer™ finishes.

•  Dual roller option—Pairs any Woven Textures® 
fabric with a rear roller shade as an independently-
operated liner for the ultimate in privacy and  
light control.

•  Coordinated look—Combine Alustra® Woven 
Textures Roller Shades and Skyline® Gliding 
Window Panels to cover windows and doors in 
unparalleled style. 

Alustra® Woven Textures® Roman Shades

•   Intriguing fabrics—Unique combinations of fibers 
and textures create incomparable fabrics, offering 
a light-filtering alternative to solar screens and 
woven woods.

•  Design options—Customize shade selection with 
proprietary operating systems, valance selections 
and an array of bottom treatment options.

•  Independently-operated liner—From soft, 
filtered light to total light control and privacy, 
our independent liner option provides complete 
versatility and ultimate functionality with the clean 
look of a single headrail.

•  Top-Down/Bottom-Up—Alustra® Woven 
Textures® Roman Shades are more versatile  
than ever with top-down or bottom-up operation. 
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Alustra® Skyline® Gliding Window Panels

•  Exclusive fabrics—Available with Alustra®  
Woven Textures® fabrics for a unique vertical 
shade option.

•  Patented dual-channel, single track headrail—
Allows for an ample number of panels while 
maintaining a sleek 2 ½" profile up to 32' wide.

•  Expansive views—Unique hanging system 
provides minimal stackback for maximum  
view-through. 

•  Coordinating fabrics—Combine Alustra Woven 
Textures Roller Shades with Skyline® Gliding 
Window Panels to cover windows and doors  
in unparalleled style.

35
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POWERVIEW®

Motorization
With a simple push of a button or tap on a  
mobile device, you can transform light and  
mood throughout the home—that’s the true 
beauty of PowerView® Motorization. And with  
our latest innovations, it’s never been easier  
to synchronize Hunter Douglas window  
treatments to the rhythm of your life.

36
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PowerView® Motorization

•  Precise operation—PowerView® Motorization offers 
exact control of a variety of different Hunter Douglas 
products and styles, whether up, down, tilt or traverse. 

•  Automated living—With the PowerView® App,  
you can quickly create customized Scenes that 
control all the shades in your home to operate 
together or in any combination you desire. Then,  
use Automations to move your shades based  
on a time of day, or based on your location.*

•  Integration—In step with smart-home automation, 
PowerView Motorization integrates with voice-
controlled technologies from Amazon and Google,  
as well as Nest, IFTTT, Control4 and other systems  
to create your unique whole-home experience. 

•  Efficiency—Use Automations in the PowerView App 
to move your shades with the movements of the 
sun, optimizing your home’s energy efficiency.*

•  Seamlessly secure—Adjust shades while you’re 
away via the RemoteConnect™ feature on your 
smartphone or tablet.* 

•  Child friendly—Simple cord-free operation is 
aesthetically pleasing and safer for homes with 
children and pets.

•  Style—With the widest array of innovative styles, 
colors and fabrics in the industry, Hunter Douglas 
window treatments embody beautiful form  
and function.

•  Reliable power—With battery, plug-in and  
hard-wired power options, PowerView® is easy  
to install, operate and maintain in traditional  
or newly constructed homes.

Features include:

 – Quiet, powerful 18V motor system.

 –  Beautifully designed products with innovative  
technology for a more fluid home experience.

 –  Operate window coverings individually or  
in groups.

 –  Compatible with the PowerView App for Apple®  
iOS and Android™ mobile devices.

 –  Access a personalized list of Scenes from the 
PowerView Pebble® Scene Controller or the 
Surface Scene Controller (wall-mounted).

 * The PowerView Hub and App are required for programmed 
operation.

  Apple iOS and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered  
in the U.S. and other countries.

  Amazon and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com Inc., 
or its affiliates.

  Google, Android™, and other related marks are trademarks of 
Google LLC.
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OPERATING 
SYSTEMS

Operating Systems for Enhanced Child Safety

Making window fashions safer for homes with children 
and pets is a priority for Hunter Douglas.

•  LiteRise®—Cordless operating system eliminates pull 
cords; raises and lowers shades or blinds by pulling up 
or down on the LiteRise handle.

•  PermAssure® Safety Wand—Select Hunter Douglas 
custom vertical blinds feature a single wand control 
instead of chain and cord.

•  PowerView® Motorization—Proprietary motorized 
wireless control system for operating a variety of  
Hunter Douglas window coverings.

•  SimpleLift™—Cordless entry-level operating system 
that enhances safety for Applause® Honeycomb Shades 
and 2" horizontal blinds.

•  SkyLift™—Covers ultra large skylights—up to  
80 square feet. Available in manual, PowerView and 
Hard-Wired Motorization.

•  SoftTouch™ Motorization—Battery-powered, motorized 
system controlled by a wand. Gently pull down on the 
wand to lower shade, and push up on the wand to raise it.

•  Traveling Wand™—Cordless single wand control 
traverses the sheer and rotates the vanes.

•  UltraGlide® Wand—Revolutionary retractable wand 
system designed for enhanced child safety. 

•  Universal Cord Tensioner—All Hunter Douglas 
products with continuous cord loops or beaded cord 
loops also include a cord tensioner for safer operation.  
In accordance with the revised American National 
Standard for Safety of Corded Window Covering 
Products, the cord tensioner requires correct mounting 
for the product to operate properly. The cord tensioner 
should not be modified in any way.

•  Vertiglide™—Ideal cordless choice for sliding glass or 
French doors.

The Hunter Douglas history of innovation has 
generated an array of proprietary operating 
systems, offering simplicity, reliability and 
convenience. Many have also been designed 
with enhanced child safety in mind.
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A Deux™ Shadings •
Bi-Fold Track System •
Bypass Track System •
Combination Wand/Cord 
Continuous Cord Loop • • • • •
Cordlock • •
Cordlock—Straight-Pull • •
Dual Roller Application • • •
Duolite® • • • • •
EasyRise™ • • • • • •
EasyView® Arch • •
HiddenTilt™ Operating System
LiteRise® • • • • • • • • • •
MagnaView®

PermAssure® Safety Wand
PermaTilt® Wand Control
PowerView® Motorization • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SimpleLift™ • •
SimpleLift with PowerView Motorization •
Simplicity™ •
SkyLift™ • • •
SoftTouch™ Motorization • • • • •
Split Tilt •
Standard Hinged Panel  •
Top-Down/Bottom-Up • • • • •
Traditional Front Tilt Bar •
Traveling Wand™

TruView™ Rear Tilt •
UltraGlide® Retractable Cord • • • • • • • • • •
UltraGlide Wand • • • •
Vertiglide™ • • •
Vertiglide with PowerView Motorization • •
Wand • • 

Operating Systems

Operating systems noted in blue  
have enhanced child safety.
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A Deux™ Shadings • •
Bi-Fold Track System • •
Bypass Track System • •
Combination Wand/Cord •
Continuous Cord Loop • • •
Cordlock • • • • •
Cordlock—Straight-Pull
Dual Roller Application
Duolite® • • •
EasyRise™ • • • • • • •
EasyView® Arch
HiddenTilt™ Operating System •
LiteRise® • • • • • • • • • •
MagnaView® • •
PermAssure® Safety Wand •
PermaTilt® Wand Control •
PowerView® Motorization • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
SimpleLift™ • • •
SimpleLift with PowerView Motorization • • •
Simplicity™

SkyLift™

SoftTouch™ Motorization • • •
Split Tilt • •
Standard Hinged Panel • •
Top-Down/Bottom-Up • • • •
Traditional Front Tilt Bar • •
Traveling Wand™ •
TruView™ Rear Tilt • •
UltraGlide® Retractable Cord • • • • • • • •
UltraGlide Wand • • • •
Vertiglide™

Vertiglide with PowerView Motorization
Wand • • • • • • •

Operating systems noted in blue  
have enhanced child safety.

Operating Systems
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Why Hunter Douglas  Energy Efficiency Comparisons

WINTER BENEFIT

 

The following pages compare Hunter Douglas 
products in regards to energy efficiency. The star 
ratings can help you recommend the most suitable 
energy-efficient products to your customers.

The illustrations below demonstrate insulation and 
solar heat control.

For more detailed information on product 
performance, including star ratings for daylighting, 
ultraviolet protection and sound absorption, please 
refer to the Hunter Douglas Reference Guide.

Here’s how energy-efficient Hunter Douglas products  
can help your customers save energy and money with 
insulation and solar heat control.

We believe the perfect window treatment should do  
more than just cover a window. For almost 100 years, 
Hunter Douglas has studied the properties of light at 
the window, discovering new ways to manage the daily 
illumination, privacy and energy management needs of a 
home, and pioneering innovative window treatments that 
add value and style to any room. 

Light Control & Privacy—Harsh light at the window? Our 
products feature innovative fabrics that transform sunlight 
into a soft glow. Want daytime or nighttime privacy? 
We also offer cleverly designed products and operating 
systems that balance privacy with outside views. 

Energy Efficiency—Keep your rooms warmer in the winter 
and cooler in the summer thanks to our energy-efficient 
products—specially engineered with cellular air pockets that 
can reduce heat loss through windows by up to 40%.

Smart-Home Automation—Our revolutionary 
PowerView® Motorization system automatically moves 
your shades according to schedules you set. Your shades 
will always be in their perfect positions to deliver the  
right light and provide optimal energy efficiency 24/7— 
no hands required!

Beautiful, Unique Designs—Whatever your aesthetic 
style or home lighting need, Hunter Douglas has a visually 
stunning and functionally amazing window treatment 
solution designed to wow you. We offer the broadest 
selection of innovative product types, elegant performance 
fabrics and intelligent shade operating systems.

Safety—From cordless systems to retractable lift cords 
to wands, you can choose from a variety of operating 
systems to help create safer environments in homes with 
children and pets. 

Limited Lifetime Warranty—Your stylish additions to your 
room also become sound long-term investments for your 
home. Our long heritage and passion for craftsmanship help 
deliver window treatments of the highest quality, and the 
lifetime limited warranty helps ensure beauty that endures.

SUMMER
HEAT IS  

REDUCED

WINTER 
WARMTH IS 
CONTAINED

SUMMER BENEFIT
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Product Name Insulation Solar Heat 
Control

Duette® Honeycomb Shades*

1½" Duette® Architella® Trielle™  

Elan® Opaque H H H H H H H H H H H H

1½" Duette Architella Trielle Elan  

Semi-Opaque H H H H H H H H H  

1¼" 
¾" 
3/8"

Duette Architella Opaque* H H H H H H H H H H

1¼" Duette Architella  Semi-Opaque* H H H H H H H H H 

¾" Duette Architella  Semi-Opaque* H H H H H H H H

3/8" Duette Architella  Semi-Opaque H H H H H H H H H

¾" Duette Architella Batiste  

Semi-Sheer H H H H H H H 

¾" Duette Opaque H H H H H H H H 

3/8" Duette Opaque H H H  H H H H  

¾" Duette Semi-Opaque H H H H H 

3/8" Duette Semi-Opaque H H H H H

1¼" 
¾" Duette WhisperTM Sheer* H H

Applause® Honeycomb Shades

Applause® Triple H H H H H H H 

¾" Applause Blackout H H H H H H H H

3/8" Applause Blackout H H H H H H H 

Applause Double H H H H H H 

¾" 
3/8" Applause Semi-Opaque H H H H 

¾" Applause CrystallineTM Sheer H H

Energy Efficiency Comparisons

Product Name Insulation Solar Heat 
Control

SonnetteTM Cellular Roller Shades

SonnetteTM Semi-Opaque Fabrics H H H H H

Sonnette Room-Darkening Fabrics H H H H H H

Luminette® Privacy Sheers

Luminette® Translucent Vanes H H H H H H 

Luminette Room-Darkening Vanes H H H H H H 

Pirouette® Window Shadings*

Pirouette® Semi-Opaque Vanes* H H H 

Pirouette Room-Darkening Vanes* H H H H H

Silhouette® Window Shadings*

Silhouette® Translucent Vanes* H H H 

Silhouette Light-Dimming Vanes* H H H H 

Silhouette Duolite® and  
A DeuxTM Shadings* H H H H H 

NantucketTM Window Shadings

NantucketTM Translucent Vanes H H H

Nantucket Light-Dimming Vanes H H H H

Nantucket Sunscreen Privacy Shadings H H H H

Nantucket A Deux Shadings* H H H H H 

Vignette® Modern Roman Shades*

Vignette® Sheer Fabric Leela H H

Vignette Light-Filtering Fabrics H H H H H 

Vignette Room-Darkening Fabrics H H H H H H 

 

* Star ratings also apply to corresponding products in The Alustra® Collection. * Star ratings also apply to corresponding products in The Alustra® Collection.
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Product Name Insulation Solar Heat 
Control

Alustra® Woven Textures®

Alustra® Woven Textures® No Liner H H

Alustra Woven Textures With Liner H H H H H H

Pleated Shades, Designer Roller Shades and Designer Screen Shades

Pleated Shades H H H H 

Designer Roller Shades H H H H

Designer Screen Shades H H H

Pleated, roller and screen shades star adjustments: Subtract 1½ stars from  
Solar Heat Control for dark fabric colors.

Design StudioTM Roman Shades

Design StudioTM Roman Shades  
with Light-Filtering Lining H H H H H H H H

Design Studio Roman Shades  
with Room-Darkening Lining H H H H H H H H

Design Studio Roman Shades  
Sheer Fabrics H H H

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades  
No Liner H H H

Provenance Woven Wood Shades  
With Liner H H H H H H H

Skyline® Gliding Window Panels

Skyline® Gliding Window Panels* H H H H 

Skyline star adjustment: Subtract 1½ stars from Solar Heat Control for dark fabric colors.

* Star ratings also apply to corresponding products in The Alustra® Collection.

Product Name Insulation Solar Heat 
Control

Solera® Soft Shades

Solera® Room-Darkening Fabrics H H H H H H H

Solera Light-Filtering Fabrics H H H H H H

Horizontal Blinds

Parkland® Wood Blinds H H H H 

EverWood® Alternative Wood Blinds H H H H

Modern Precious Metals® and  
Natural ElementsTM Aluminum Blinds H H H H

Horizontal blinds star adjustment: Subtract 2 stars from Solar Heat Control for dark colors.

Vertical Blinds

Vertical Blinds Fabric Vanes H H H H H 

Vertical Blinds PVC or Aluminum Vanes H H H H H 

Vertical blinds star adjustment: Subtract 2½ stars from Solar Heat Control for dark colors.

Custom Shutters

Heritance® Hardwood Shutters H H H H H H H 

NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters H H H H H H H H H H

Palm BeachTM PolysatinTM Shutters H H H H H H H H

Shutters star adjustment: Subtract 3 stars from Solar Heat Control for dark colors.

Energy Efficiency Comparisons
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General Information

Product Maintenance

•  All Hunter Douglas products are made for a lifetime 
of wear-resistant, trouble-free performance.

•  Most Hunter Douglas window treatments do not 
require frequent cleaning. A light dusting or gentle 
vacuuming on a regular basis will keep them looking 
new for years.

•  Many shade fabrics are specially treated to repel 
dust and dirt.

• Caring for shutters

   –  Clean using a dry, soft feather duster, clean cloth, 
dust cloth or dusting mitt. A vacuum with a soft 
brush attachment may also be used. 

   –  Ultrasonic cleaning or use of chemical solvents and 
scrubbing cleansers is not recommended, as this 
will damage the shutters.

   –  When cleaning windows, spray glass cleaner on a 
cloth rather than spraying directly on the window. 
This will prevent damage to the shutter finish from 
cleaner overspray.

   –  Protect NewStyle®, Heritance® and any shutters 
with PowerView® Motorization from exposure 
to steam, high moisture areas, rain or sprinkler 
systems to ensure their long life.

•  Questions? Contact your Hunter Douglas  
sales representative or Customer Support  
at 844-HUNTER-D (844-486-8373).

Online Tools: my.hunterdouglas.com

One-click access to:

• Alliance Administration Center
• Hunter Douglas Catalog
• Brand Builder
• Online Reference Guide
• Product Photography
• Professional Installer ProgramSM 
• The Learning Center
• Hunter Douglas Installation Services (HDIS)
• Windows to the World
• Latest news items
• Marketing promotions
• Branded HD Gear, and much more!

Coming this summer 2018: The Link from  
Hunter Douglas is a new software platform 
comprised of a customer relationship management 
system (CRM) built on the best-in-class Salesforce 
Platform, online ordering via DirectConnect® and an 
iPad-based mobile selling app. The systems will be 
linked through a single-sign-on solution. Visit The Link 
FAQs at my.hunterdouglas.com or speak with your 
Sales Representative.

Go Mobile with the Digital Reference Guide App 
Have access to the latest Hunter Douglas product 
and pricing information, no matter where you go! 
Download the DIGITAL REFERENCE GUIDE APP on 
your tablet or smartphone. Search “Hunter Douglas 
Reference Guide” in your app store today. All you 
need is your My HD login to Go Mobile!
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